Rainbow
Rainbow what
Do you see?
Rainbow, Rainbow what do you see?

Rainbow, Rainbow what do you see?
I see a red stripe looking at me!

Red, red what do you see?
I see an orange stripe looking at me!

I see an orange stripe looking at me!

orange, orange what do you see?

orange, orange what do you see?
I see a yellow stripe looking at me!

Yellow, yellow what do you see?
Green, green what do you see?
I see a green stripe looking at me!

Green, green what do you see?
I see a green stripe looking at me!

Green, green what do you see?
Blue, blue what do you see? I see a blue stripe looking at me!

Blue, blue what do you see? I see a blue stripe looking at me!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I see a purple stripe looking at me!</th>
<th>I see a purple stripe looking at me!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>purple, purple what do you see?</td>
<td>purple, purple what do you see?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I see the rainbow looking at me!

I see the rainbow looking at me!
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